Error analysis of the spectral shift for partial least squares models in Raman spectroscopy.
Raman spectroscopy paired with the partial least squares (PLS) method is commonly used for quantitative or qualitative analysis of complex samples. However, spectral shift induced by different Raman spectroscopy, different environment or different measured time will decrease the accuracy of the PLS model. In this work, the processing algorithms that improve the accuracy by removing the noise, background and varying sources of other spectral interference were first reviewed. The error induced by the spectral shift was analyzed and the formulas of the error were derived. The formulas were then used to calculate the theoretical error in the example of discriminating human and nonhuman blood. A comparison of the actual errors obtained from the mathematical method and experiment with the theoretical value demonstrated the effectiveness of the equation. The compensation for nonhuman blood according to the average error demonstrated the improvement of the accuracy. Finally, the non-uniform sampling of the Raman shift by charge-coupled device (CCD) was considered in the error equation. An accurate error equation was obtained. This work could help improve the stability of PLS models in the case of the spectral shift of the spectrometer in Raman spectroscopy.